Do you find yourself eager to confront wrongdoing or mistakes? Have you ever avoided a conflict and then regretted it? Are you troubled by cycles of harm and punishment taking place in communities and society at large? Are you curious about how Spirit might move in interpersonal, group, or societal conflicts? Are you interested in how conflict at the individual, group, and societal level interacts with systems of power?

...then Continuing Revolution 2020 Online might be for you!

Why Online? Continuing Revolution 2020 has been moved online out of care for the health and safety of participants, presenters, and staff amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. We continue to find it valuable to hold space for young adults to connect together, and we think exploring themes of conflict are all the more important in this time!

This program embraces a vision of just peace, where harms are uprooted, and taken on despite what cultural norms of niceness might pervade. We will draw from the work of the prison abolition movement to explore community accountability around harm. Participants will:

- Learn about common dynamics in conflicts and how accountability and transformation can be possible interpersonally, in groups, and societally;
- Learn about power dynamics in conflicts, particularly in societal frames around punishment and policing;
- Explore prison abolition and other models of transformative justice; and
- Explore how to build communities of accountability in conflicts, particularly when someone with less privilege or access to power is harmed by someone with more.

Full conference fee: $40 / Daily attendance: $12/day / Financial assistance available

For schedule, leaders, and registration: https://pendlehill.org/learn/continuing-revolution-conference/. Email lblount@pendlehill.org or hmayer@pendlehill.org with any questions.
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